Maternal care determines rapid effects of stress mediators on synaptic plasticity in adult rat hippocampal dentate gyrus.
Maternal care in the rat influences hippocampal development, synaptic plasticity and cognition. Previous studies, however, have examined animals under minimally stressful conditions. Here we tested the hypothesis that maternal care influences hippocampal function differently when this structure is exposed to corticosteroid and noradrenergic hormones, which are elevated during the early phase of a stress response. In the adult male offspring of Long-Evans dams characterised as high or low in maternal care (high LG and low LG) we (1) examined basal dendritic morphology in the dentate gyrus by Golgi staining; (2) investigated rapid modulation of in vitro long term-potentiation (LTP) in the dentate gyrus by glucocorticoid and beta-adrenergic stimulation; (3) examined hippocampal and amygdala-dependent learning under stress using contextual and cued fear conditioning. We found differences in hippocampal dentate gyrus morphology in adult offspring of high and low LG mothers, with less dendritic complexity in low LG offspring. Under basal conditions LTP was lower in slices from low compared with high LG offspring. Hippocampal LTP was rapidly increased by either corticosterone (100 nM) or isoproterenol (1.0 microM) in low LG offspring, suggesting improved dentate plasticity during stress. This was mirrored in hippocampal but not amygdala-dependent learning, as low LG offspring showed enhanced contextual but not cued fear conditioning. We suggest that decreased pup LG during postnatal life may be adaptive in high-threat environments, potentially enhancing hippocampal function in the offspring under conditions of adversity.